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Abstract

Three indexes to a collect!on of 3204 documents in the field of

.hemistry were test searched. The inexes are a keyword from title index

without added keywords, a keyword from title index with added keywords,

and a slngle access p.int per document alphabetic subject index. The

three indexLs were searched by 14 graduate chemistry students with 66

questions. Se,!rch results are characterized in terms of recall, pre-

cision, search time, and three other single figure measures. A measure

of index performance ba.ed on recall, precision and search time was

developed. There is no statistically significant difference between

search results with the mulUiple access points per document keyword from

title index and the single access point per document alphabetic subject

index. Statistically significant differences in search results were

found between the k-eyword from ttle index with added keywords and the

keyword from title index without added keywords. The effect of the size

of the delete word list and of elements of vocabulary control in keyword

from title indexes were also studied.

I. Introduction

Several hundred records of researchers' Aocument use have beer ,l-

lected as part of a study of information gatherinq habits. Thirteen

researchers in science and engineering at Florida State University par-

ticipated in this Ltudy of use of documents in the researchers' personal

document collections. Each record of use consists of a record of the

question and a record of the bibliographic citation cf documents that the

researcher considered relevant for the auestion. The case histories of
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document use were collected to gain additional insight into information

gathering habits of researchers and also to determine whether information

specialists can be of assistance in the preparatLn of indexes to re-

searchers' personal document collections. For further background on

this aspect of the study, the reader is referred to a publication by

Jahoda, Hutchins, and Miller.1 Six keyword from title indexes have been

prepared for the personal document collections of six researchers.

Three of these indexes, the indexes to the document coll-ctions of three

chemists, are used in the tests of indexes that are described in this

report. These tests were intended to answer the following questions for

indexes to about 3200 documents:

* What is the effect of index depth on index performance?

* What is the effect of added keywords, size of delete list, an

slements of vocabulary control on the performance of keyword from title

indexes?

II. Description of work

a. The size of the document collection and the index variables tested

The derivation of the five indexes used in the test and their

characteristics are outlined in Fig. 1. Each of the five indexes is to

the same collection of 3204 documents. These 3204 %cuments represent the

merged document collections from the offices of three chemists for whom

keyword out of context (KM"') indexes have been prepared. Two of the

three chenists added ke',words to tities in their KWOC indexes; the third

chemist did not. Each of the chemists selected his own list of delete

words. The three individual lists were merged into one list of 628 delete

words which was used in the preparation of the merged KWOC index. The
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Chemist 1 Chemist 2 Chemist 3
2039 documents 467 documents 698 docnments
KTIOC titles KWOC titles + KWOC titles +
only added keywords added keywords

/
/

7/

//
/

Indov A Inde B [Index C Index P index E
32U4 locu- 3204 dccu- 3204 docu- 3204 docu- 3204 docu-
ments; 628 ments; 628 rents; 16 rents; 628 rents;
delete delete delete dClete sincgle ac-
words; words; words; v ords; cesp point/
words in words in words in word :n document;
title only title tale title sulbect

added key- r.iy crnl}y; ele- filini in
word-, ftoor ments o! suh- ect
chemists vocalulary folders

and 3 control

Fig. 1. Characterization of indexes used In tests
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xx~~aof the three chemists' nK(-C indexes (twc of which had Cddltional

keywc.-'a&) yielded Index B. Index A, the Index that is usii as the basis

of comparison against the other four indexes, was prepared by removing

the additional keywords from Index B. Index A is thus the same as

Index B except that it does no.,t have the added keywords.

index C was to have been the same as index A but it was to have a

mininumn delete word list of 16 words instead of the list of 628 delete

words in Indcxes A, B and D. The list of delete words in Index C are

the oll-ina 16 words which ]ba-.-e been used by H-. P. Luhn in the prepara-

tion of on~e of his keyword fromr title indexes:

a, an, and, as,at, by, for, frcm, if, in, of, on, or, t.he, to,

with. 2

The size of the deletu word 'ijst is therefore the variable to h)e tested

in Index C

index U~ diffeis fro.n Index A in that it Was tL contain the followinq

elemc-ts '%rcaular-.7 control1, the variable to 1-e tested I- this index:

* rpi~~.o! sincular and i-lu-al forrs ot. nouns

-,~ c* worus th-dt diff er fror each ot.e~r Crfli in wr on

C .~ analv, s aralyzin.-, daiyzc.

c e rcss-r. re~c ! or snn

--e also' cioss-re,:ereres for:cr reationships other than

c~-~nerc retics's , e. c- , icn-exchnanqe and cation

1Ch Cf the 7224 OCu.Z'ren-tS cue in the YWC X index is filed in

a subs e, t ',n -ne o-f the tree cherists' offices. :he li!7,t of

these su ;c ol2d4r ;eadln;is r-a, le -ornsidered as the index headinds of

an a1.-rh al I ~i.- qb e ct i n de x. ;n.dex ~s sincle access T7,Dnt 1-er document



alphabetic subject index. It consists -f an alph-bet libing of the

subject headings under which the documents are filed along with the

bibliographic citation (including title) of eac,. -ocwient so filed.

b. The questions searched and the search procedure

The indexes were searched with 66 questions. The questions

were selected from the czse histories of use of the documents in the three

chemists' offices. Not all of the three chemists' recorded case histories

were used in the test. Questions that were for the recall of a specific

document, questions that were almost identical to questions used, and

questions that were primarily for general background rather than for

everything in the files on a subject were all omitted from the test. The

case histories (the question and the document or documents considered

relevant by the chemist searching his own collection) were collected

befc.e the individual KWOC indexes had been prepared. The list of rele-

vant documents for each question was reviewed by the chemists before the

tests were started. Durina this review the chemists selected additional

relevant documents that were either not in the collection or were missed

when the original searches were made. The 6t questions used in the test

are listed in Appendix A. Fi'i. 2 qives a tabulation of the numier of

relevant documents per question.

Three of tl.e indexes, Indexes P., B and E. were searched by 14 Qaduate

cheiAstry students. The searchers were civen bot1 written and oral in-

structions on the use of tht indexes Iefore they started the test seal 2hes.

The written instructions are reproducec ar Au endix B. Lach searcher

also conducted a trial search under the suyervision of a mecber of t1e

project staff. Search results in the trial search -ere not courted in
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the overall test results. The searchers were instructed to search eazh

of the 66 questions in either Index A, index B, or index E and to attempt

to locate all of the relevant docurients for each ouestion. One of the

searchers did not complete all of the questions. One other searcher was

Vsub- tantially better than the other searchers in his group as can be

seen from Table 1. This searcher's results were therefore excluded from

the overall tabulation.

Table -

Comparison of search results rf Grojp i

searchers ano exclude- searcher

Group I Excluded searcher
mean mean

Recall 46.0% 67.8%

Precision 26.4% 56.0%

Search time 15.22 mi. 9.91 min.

All of the 66 questions were searched in Index A, the control index.

Eleven out of 66 questions were also searched in Index B. These 11

questions represented 11 out of 48 questions that could have been searched

in Index B since 48 out of the 66 questions were searched by the two

chemists who added keywords to their document titles. These 11 questions

were selected because they had relevant documents that could be retrieved

only or more easily with the .eywords added by the chemists. The re-

maining " questions were also searched in Index E.



- re searchers were divided into tv :o croucs, Grour i an- Group II.

A different search pattern was assicned to each of the two groups. Half

of the searchers, the Grouc I searchers, searched half (33) of the

questicns in index A. The orter half of the searchers, Group I, searched

the other half cf the cuesticns in Index A. Group I searched the ques-

tions that it did not search In 7dex A in either index B or Index E.

Group IT searched t h 33 questions that it did not search in Index A in

index E or index E. Thus the sare cuescns that were searched by Group I

in index :, were searc-ec 1' rou: i in Index B or Index E and vice versa.

Lach orcuc searcQecuaf -o t .eindex B cuestions in Index B and Lalf of

the index F :usions n nce E. Each searcher therefore searched 33

questions in 7ndex r. fiC-e cr six questions in Index B and 27 or 28

questions in Index B. -e sear:' pattern for Group I and Group II is

given i Ta!e 2. This scarcr Oattern was intended to yield seven com-

Vlete sets of Que. -ons searched in Index A and seven conp'eta questions

searched in Indexes P and E. Less than seven complete sets were actually

obtained since not all anticipated search results were obtained, for

reasons that have already been indicated.

c. Measures of search results

The conuonly used recall (number of relevant documents retrieved

over the number of relevant docunttnts in collection) and precision (num-

be, of relevant documents retrieved over total number of documents

retrieved) index medsures were used in the test. Relevance judgment by

the original searchers. the chemists who conducted the searches in their

own document collections and for their own use, were used in the calcula-

tion of recall and precision. ELch of the searchers in the test waz also



asked to k:ep a record of search time for each question.

Table 2

Search Pattern for Group I and Group II

Indexes searched

A B A E

Group i questions questions questions questions
searchers 1-6 7-11 12-17, 18-23,

24-42 43-66

Group II questions auestions questions questions
searchers 7-11 1-6 18-23 12-17,

43-66 24-42

The commonly used recall and precision measures are less than

satisfactory for the comparison of indexes. For example, Fairthorne

points out that neither the recall nor the precision ratio tell how many

relevant documents were retrieved. Yet a 20% precision may be pe-fectly

acceptable when two relevant cocuments are retrieved and unacceptable

when 20 relevant documents are retrieved. The comparison of indexes by

means of curves of recall versus precision is not as useful as might be

desired. Is an index with 50% recall and 80% precision better than an

index with 40% recall and 90% precision? We do not really know. Search

res,>.s were therefore also characterized in terms of three single figure

measurements to determine whether or noL they are more satisfactory than
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the recall and precision measures.

The first single figure measure used is called E (efficiency) by

Swets, who bases his measure on statistical-decision theory. The con-

ditional probability of a hit is plcated against the conditional

probability of a false drop 4nd measured by means of an operating

characteristic, the normal dcviate to obtain E.
4

The second single fiaure measure is called ERF (expected search

length reduction factor). The measure, whi.ch was developed by

Cooper, is based on the calculation of the expected number of non-

relevant documents which ,ould have to be looked at before the

relevant documents could be found. Retrieval performance of an index

is evaluated aainst random searching through a document file.' For

both E nd ERF mea, ires, the hicher the measure the better the index.

The actual time required for ionducting searches in an index

appears to be an important index variable and one that has not as yet

been studied to any extent. Tf, for example, one index is better in

terms of precision but worse in terms of search time than another

index, the advantage of better precision may be cancelled by the dis-

advantage of slower search time. A single figure index measure a'd

one that is h sed on recall, precision as well as actual search time

was therefore sought. in the course of looking for such an index

measure, a literdture search was made and a potentially relevant docu-

ment was located. The document is Iy Lazorick and Minder anc' it is

on the least cost searchinq sequent, for 'erifying orders of books in

a library6 . The TL sson verilyinq orders has the choi.ce of several tools or



bibliographies to do this task. He decides on one tool first, and if

this tool does not have the bibliographic citation of the requested item,

he must go to a second, third, and subsequent tool until he finds the

wanted iiormation. Lazorick and Minder suggest that the choice of the

first tool and of the .jbsequent tools (the search sequence) should be

based on the time that it takes to search a tool as well as on the likeli-

hood of locatina the sought bibliographic citation in that tool. This

is expressed as the following ratio:

Time for searching a toolSearching sequence ratio =
Probability of success

The tool with the lowest searching sequence ratio is the one to search

first, the tool with the next lowest ratio is to be searched second, etc.

There seem to be some s~milarities between the best bibliography for

locating and verifying a bibliographic citation and the best index for

locating a set of documents. In bth cases we are interested in a high

probability of success (high recall) to be obtained in as E'-ort a search

time as possible. There are also differences between these two types of

searches, the most important one being hat in the case of the biblio--

graphy one and only one document iL sought and 't is either found or not

found. In index searches, one or more documents are sought and in

addition to retrieving the wanted documents, --n-wanted documents (false

drops) may be retrieved also. The se. h time and the probability of

success (recall) in the searching sequence ratio can therefore be used

for characterizing part of the search results but an additional factor

must be added for the retrieval of non-wanted documents, the false drops.

We can do this by assi rninq a demerit :or each false drop if we argue
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that false drops adQ! to the searchin9 time of an index. The modified

searching sequence ratio, called time-recall factor (TRF) is given belo:

Time for searching a tool + (number of false

Time recall factor = drox time to remove false drop)
Probability of success (recall probability)

The time for removing a false drop is a variable since it will differ in

different indexing systems. 'The time is dependent, among other things,

on the time it takes to locate the document and the time it takes to

deterin-rie that it is a false drop. We have used a figure of two minutes

in our tests of the indexes since it is our estimate that it takes about

a minute to locate and refile the document and about a minute to determine

that it is a false drop. It should be pointed out that the lower the TRF,

the better the index.

IIi. Search results

a. Group i and Group II; Index A and Index B; Index A and Index E

In this part of the report, comparative search results are given

for the two groups of searchers, Group I and Group TI, and the index

variables tested - the added keywords (Index B) and the sinale access

point per docurent alphbdetic subject index (index E), both tested against

Index A. The results are characterized in terms of recall, precision,

search 'ime, TPY, ERF, an3 1: in Fiqs. 3-20. In each figure the mean

search results per question for the crouFs of searchers as well as the

overa2 1 mean for the qroulz of searchers are uiven. The data in Figs. 3-

20 are summarized in Table 3. The search resuits are analyzed for

statistically sionificant differences with the aid -)f t..c) tests: the
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analysis of variance and the signed pair tests. The signed pair test

was also used by Salton in his analysis of search results obtained in

his machine prepared and searched indexes.7 The analysis of variance

tests were Tun with the aid of a computer program.8 Results of these

tests of statistically significant difference are given in Table 4.

b. Index C and Index D

Neither Index C, the index with only 16 delete words, nor

Index D, the index with elements of vocabulary control, were actually

prepared in their final form. These indexes were therefore not searched

by the graduate chemistry students. The anticipated size of Index C and

computer program problems in the preparation of Index D discouraged us

from preparing these two indexes. Instead, simulated rather than actual

searches were made with these indexes.w

For Index C, titles of relevant documents were checked against the

corresponding questions to determine whether any of the words deleted in

Index A but not deleted in Index C would have retrieved the relevant docu-

ments. Five such delete words from Index A were located. Table 5 lists

these five delete words along with the number of relevant documents that

might have been retrieved with each word. The total number of relevant

documents for each of the questions for which the delete word might

have been useful is given in parentheses.

For Index D, titles of relevant documents were checked against the

corresponding questions to determine how many additional relevant docu-

ments might have been retrieved with the aid of the cross-references that

were to be provided in this index. The 12 cross-references in Index D

that might have been of assistance in selecting additional relevant



Table 4

Results of Tests of Statistical Difference

Analysis of Variance Siqneu-Pair Test

0.05 level 0.05 level

Group I vs. Group II

Recall 5S NS
Precision NS NS
Time NN

2-NS NS
E ISNS

Index A vs. index B

Recall NS S (B)
Precision NS S (B)
Time NS NS

NS NS
TRF Not ru NS

N NS NS

Index A vs. Index T

Recall NS NS
Precision NS NS
Tn (r) NS

TRF NS NS

Ns = not sinificant
S significant
Symbol in parentheses indicates which index or group is better.

documents a.e listed in Table 6). This table lists the cross-rcferences

and the nuamber of addiional relevant azcunlent, that might have been



Table 5

Index A -- delete words that right have been used

to retrieve relevant docuz, nts

Delete -word Nu-m-'er of documents that might have been retrieved

theory 1 (of 16 relev&a'.t)

forming i (of 2 relevant)

studies 1 (of 12 relevant)

element 2(of 11 relevant)

elements .1 (of 20 relevant)

retrieved with the aid of these cross-rtferences for 12 out of the 66

b questions. It should, however, be pointed out that the searchers did

retrieve some of these doctunents with index A, an index without cross-

references. From this we ';,an conclude that in a. least some of the cases,

the searchers directed themselves to the -ippropria iords without the

benefitl of cross-references.

TV, Discussion of results

1:Tndex A and Index B, and idcx A anO ordex E

No statistically significzvrl. ifrerence was found with eitl.'r

the analysis of variance or si-'-ned pair -: .~st foz the ix rets of sea-ich

results obtained by the Group I and Group 11 searchers. We c an therefor.)e

conclude that any difference between indexes is not attributeable to the

diftference between the qroups of searchers.

No slynificant difference was found with the analysis of variance

test "OT the five sets of search results for Index , dnd Index B tha-tt
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T-ble 6

CrosZ-referencen for Index D that might have Yeen used to

reirieve relevan- documents

Keyword Cro)0-reference Additional relevant documents

lanthanides rare -erthe 2

lanthanide-sulfate r- a-earth-sulfa tes 1

heat-data therndvnamic5 1

'Athanides rare-earth. 1

lanthani, rare-eart- 2

lanthanides rare-earthe 7

spectroscopy spectra 2

rare-earths I anthanides

lanthanide rare-earth 1

ianthanides lanthanons 1

ion-ex Thange cation-exchange 5

ion-exchange anion-exchange

resin pclymer 2

structure-of--water water-structure

structure-of-water water-structure 2

were compared. No analysis of variance was run on the TRF results since

only seven out of iI pairs of search results could be compared. Reasons

for this will be explained in the discussion of the TRF measure. Ther-e

is a statistically significant difference at the O.05 level in the signed

L



ra~est for both recal' i precision. Fiq nht anr- nine out of A1 p-airs,

reri~ct~ie1 earce> reszkts for rer'all and pre, 'Eion show Index R to

be be'tex than in-dex V, There is no statistically significant difference

at the 0.0-1 level tor eitner recall or precisin between index A andIIndex 13.
In the comnarison of Indexes A and E, only the search time for Index

E is siginificantly better at the W'0 level with the analysis of variance

tLest. This difference does not hold At the 0.01 level, Al. , the other

st.arch results for index A and E for both aralysis of variance and signed

pair tests show no statistically, significant difierence between these two

iriae ,.es,

Even thourlh the statistical testb f se,-ych resclts are in agreerrent

in 14 out of 11, cases, some caution in -.;awing cnclusronis from thcsf:

results is in order. The analysis of variance test assUires normal c:.istri--

bu',ion, of search results, something that. w!t not obtained as can be seen

from Flcs. 3-20. The ,-on-nornmal d'_7ribution of search results is par-

ticularl- pparentc in the recall results. This is due at. least -n part

to the laroc' numler of searches that had only one relevant docl-tent.

Mher, th-is was the ase- either 100% recall was achieved wlhen the relevant

ciocucroent was, retitieved or 094 recall! was &chi, 'ed whrr, the relevrant docu-

ment w,- no,- retrieved

hesigned pair test is based on any difference between pairs o

search results whether this dif ference is a fractiton of a p)ercen tag

point or~. or more parcentage points. There is a quention wleth., 'r a

fra.iction of a percentage point difference is meaninqful. Yet we cannot

Set the nn Meomarinqtul difference Lit a specified quantity, partly

-eav. d o not know at this time what this quant ity shou ld he( and



partl i becaulse if Twe did dor thP,, we wouldl run the risk- of introducinq a

bias in the test.

We anticipated index ." to mLexfor i better than incex E since Index A

had utc.e a;ccess Eyorts iler dccur-ent than. Index F. The followino reason)s

might exp.lain why Index A d~id rnot -ierforin significantly better than Index E.

*The addtlirnal iniorn.ation pe~r alrhabetic subiject index entry as

cOrore W t-I tlE KTQK(I inex tht ~e Su e' t int e heading , mnav have of fsEt:

the disadv;a-ntace of only a acceiss e lcoint per dccurnr. This might

have b-een tie case tor coth tce st lect"on of relevant documrent- and the

rejection of rcr-relevant dcurlents

*There are relatively few Sutject Yeadlnas in the index, on~ly 194,

and relatively few documents under each s-liect hpadin4 as can be seen

fror FiQ. 21. ThiLs nv,-)v account for Index Fsadvantllac-e in search tine

since lIess time is rcjedto locate the access -point inl this 3.ndex than

with~ Index A. Ar?,her a' for the better search tin for Index i is

that f'eraccei s rnts wu~ r arcllec qr uestion inl r.~leN E, in

Index A.

Index B3 hadf sta t t all sintl icant Letter r:call1 anda rec ision

thar *ndex A with the re iir tct th ouc..h not with the crnab s4 of:

vari~nrt test. Irie P~ epeted tc Slo(W better recal and J-ecis on

since it included t he a.ddc& k-c 'od cmhe n by tile two chemist's tor 'ihe

inldexes to tlher r document.' The letter rccal ca,, he cx~li md tv the

additional1 access po ts; r r icuien t (a : actor s.ha was, howeve r, of

questionAli e value in thec inde-.x At ccrs: Inde,(x E compar iscn) .The added

keywords tajced aloino with every index entry, wi. ther or not they were

the.C ace es; poi lc s. p-zaddi rntc e entry rav have teen o~f
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better precision of index B than Index A. No bette. (faster, search time

was either expected or obtained with Index B since the added keywords

would have a tendency to lengthen the search time if they affect search

time at all. Forty-eight questions out of the 66 questions came from the

two chemists who added keywords to their indexes. Forty-eight questions

could, therefore, have been searched in Index B instead of the 11

questions that were actually searched in it. Only 11 questions were

searched in Index B since only those q, -tns.. were searched that were

considered to b- easier to search wich this index. These are the ques--

tions for which useful access points could be supplied better or only

by means of the added keywords. Had all .8 questions been searched in

Index B, chances are that the difference in performance between the index

without added keywords and the index with added keywords would have been

even smaller.

b. Sinqile figure index measures

Since none of the comparat,ve search results with measures E,

ERF, and TRF on the qroups of sear<!mers nd the thzee indexes showed any

statistically sionificant differs:.e, n-o co-ents can le rade Cn the

discrimin3tinq power ot the three icndex measures. Ir- lookinic at Table 3

we can see that the E and ER}F measures are con:..stentiv ,her (.etter)

for the two groups of searchers and te two pairs C 7,nexeF tested.

The TR measure was also cons 1i:etly lcwer (etter) for the two CrouFs

of searchers and for Index A versus Index B. The TFF was better for

Index E rather than Index A as wa the case for bo the L and FB-

measures. This result is probably attrit..tahie tc th. better sear...!

time obtained with Index E.
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Thvre were some problems in using the single figure index measures

and these problems will now be discussed. An adjusted value of 99.99%

recall instead of 100% had to be used for calculating E values for search

results with 100% recall. Since the percentage of false drops was quite

low in most cases, a graph paper other than the one originally suggested

by Swets had to be used. Dr. Swats kindly supplied a different graph

paper, K-E 47-8062, that could be used. It was not possible to determine

the slope for each search both because a large number of questions yielded

only one rclevant document and because of the small number of searches

per question. Instead, average figures were used for number of relevant

documents retrieved, number of relevant documents not retrieved# number

of non-relevant documents retrieved, and number of non-relevant documents

not retrieved. The measure E was derived by the use of the operating

9
characteristic curve published in the Swets paper.

For questions that yielded only one relevant document and one that

was not retrieved, a negative value was obtained with the E1W measure.

This means that for this particular type of search. the search time with

an index takes longer than purely random retrieval. This may or may not

be so.

The TRF measure could not be used with 0% recall search results.

Such search results yielded an unrealistic TRF value of infinity. Search

results with 0% recall were therefore omitted from the statistical analysis,

hence the smaller number of paired search results that were compared for

the TrY measure than for other search measures. To get around this problem,

the recall at both extremes, 0% and 100%, might be adjusted upward and

downward, respectively. The two minute time for identifying and rejecting

a false drop may or may not be realistic. This figure can be adjusted to



represent tdhe tim'e for an~y particular indexing system.

c. Inldex C and Index

-e K',NGC nrodex that was to have only 16 delete words instead

of th-e delete wcd 4, 11d h'ave bf-en a very large index indeed,

sevo!ral tim'es .arcer than. the3 index with 62E delet . wozds. In this

instance at least, n does no t m-uch fror the extra hulk. 0 nlIy

s-Ix ro * v.:t do::a:-e-,- that were r-ct retrieved with In'dex A mi'oht have

b~een retrie%,ed wit ... ,r deietc w~rd index. Furthermore, it is

questionab1le v, ,ether a would lo-k urder two of the word-, that

miahlt have retrieved --".e relevant documents, the words

'forrrina" and "studies"

An exj'naInc:'' o eulsotalned vith Index A, tlhe

index itotelemnts clr' control, indicated that the searchers

Of this -n"Iexthcuc c- d: c C: ot e crvoss-references that were

to be er'ie n>~x-- h xternt o- this generalcn of cruss-refer-

enr-es bytesaoesw- . * fo a further an-lysi, of the

searon' 'es';t



d. Some o enerai conclusions and si.:,cest ions fcr f'iture work

To anyon~e acquiair ted with index testinQ, our general cnlso

wilnot come as a surprise: there are rrchl-,s in index testing with

which we have not as yet learn~ed to cope. Some of these QroLlerns.alon-

c orme n ts on what, if arvthirna, was done about ther in our tests of the

ind exes, will now he sunr~arized.

1. The sutjectvI,.,t And inconsistency _f relevance judgments

have b-eez; oroblp-s in previr tests in~rdexes, a.-d these pcoliers hwle

rct 'teen resolved in our tests. -io stecs have b~een taken to redu-e the

Frobler C'f relevance Judqrent. Felevan-ce -udgrents 1by the oriqinai

searc-hers, the three c~erlists who searched their cwr. docurernt leto,

werto used tor th e chrat*i:to of 'eva-. docjr-ents. irchersz wi-h

sim"ilar ed c.ationral -cco~,crAdUcitf C!e.C-MS' rv sudents, were employe~d

*to conduct tht. tes~t Aerc~ lc, e~r C" r ess fv S rup Vf _rchers

ratze t hhe 1ar by in di a 1 a _ .r e 5sec i th.e Aca..Ysis C'2 th-e test

r '. 'S A S' te I - a nt I~: Si~: I ' wee:n a

sa t t i -CN Iv 5 ca' e' el ' i an C: r, A:%.. iC~ I nz 'r the

per r~ao~ ~ to ~ '-z~'< -'tisicsenable '.s to determclne

lrhis quetir-r; w,1 w e tes the~ cx~~

vt e-- r at-her he 's -- e an ' n 1 1 weC*.5

W:.d. is a 7-s'.



ment give extreme recall .-alues of 0% when the document as .- treL .Ived

and 100% when the docunrent is retrieved. Thr"ese sir. -Je relevant docurent

search results may carry an unduly large welgaht in averaging search re-

sults. Search resILis for searches with one relevant docum-ent alSo

cauised difficulties in calculat-L-g each of the three sinole figure mneasures

of index porformance. The nuriber of relevant docaments er question

should perhaps be one Do. the index variables to te tested. We plan to

analyrn separately the search results fo2 he 1. questaions that had only

one lelevant -- cunent.

4. All other thiJngs being equal, the cost of pieparation of an

index with elements o vocab ulary control Is greater than the cotof

preparation of an index without elements of vocabulary control. Again,

with all other things being equal, an index with elenents of voc' .:Iary

control is likely to give highe _:caill than an index without elements

of vocabulary control. H-owever, some evidence has been collected in the

course of this study that the searchers will thir.k of and suipply their

own cross-references in an index without elements of vocabulary control.

Further work is therefore suggested to determine both the cost and the

be"-f it of elements of vocabulary control in an indexing system.

There is an ,ndication that for a coll~ction oi about 3200 docu-

ments a single access point per document alphalneti(. subject index is as

good as a multiple access point. per documnent keyword from title index.

We would like to see these findings tested on indexes that are larger by

&n order of magnitude. This could be done with the 66 questions that

were used in this study by modifying an existing index, Chemnical. Abstracts

Service' Chemical Titles, The magneu-ic, tares for several -issue--s of this



~exo~or frcrtle ir-,dex ,:C;16 he -.erc-ed adrc a noerced index to abo~it

3:-, *C{C douents, . 'zude -rirnt!Ed. The res - ting ke r", from. titl-Ie

zidex wculc th-en he cor,-a rcl w'"h a sir,.cue a :c, ss :r--nt per document

ir-4c: tn tn2 sare crouo of docurrents. 7he Gircle access point per

dcc-uz-cr.t- ndex -woclld 1:e the listirnc cf the doertcitations Under

t sections Iea~ainu-s ,;se(- i.- Ch-eical Als-acts 'cr grouping the

a!Lstracls cf the oren.
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Appendix A

QUESTIONS FOR KWOX2 INDEX TEST

1. A chromatographic method for purifying lipids.

2. Want an experimental method for preparing methyl esters of fatty

acids.

3. Experimental details concerning an extract of penicill-lim which

converts rethyisalicylic acid to patulin.

4. identification of methyl derivative of triacetic aciu iactone in

penicillium stipitatumn.

5. Beterocaryon formation and genetic analy-,is.

6. TWhat is the content of fatty acids in brain bipi-is?

7. 6-meth-yl salicylic acid procdution in penicillium.

83. Calculate quantity of methylsalicylic acid produced in a cell-free

syster.

9. Concentration of triacetic acid lo'-tone used t,- stimulate aromatic

biosynthesis.

10. Method of separation of various unsaturated fatty acids.

11. Growth properties of penicilliur patulin in relation to rreth~l-

salicylic acid biosynthesis.

12. Information on the sulphate complexes of lanthanide elements.

13. Informiation on the stability constantb of lanthanide sulfate com-

plexing.

14. Heat data for xare-earth acetates.

15. Method of preparation of anhydrous salts in connecti-"n with spectro-

photoi.,otric studies of lanthanides.

16. Tnform .. _1,,i..-Nn the theory for inicrisity of lanthanide spectral lines.
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1-i. Spectroscopy of lanthanides.

18. ?tability data on chelate complexes of rare-earths.

19. flow are the hydrates involved in the method of preparation of

volatile complexes of lanthanide elements?

20. Information on stability of volatile complexes of the lantharide

elements.

21. Information on the thermodynamics of water absorption in order to

start writing a paper on nuclear magnetic resonance studies of

watc- in ion exchance resins.

22. ,het is the structure of water-

23. Does the resin xrtrix _ause the -trur:ture of water to increase?

24. Method for preparation of diazoethane.

25. Chemical synthesis of ,hospholipid derivatives.

26. 1Pethods af preparing carbonyls in aqueous solutions in order to get

references.

27. The use of borontrifluoromethonyl solutions for transesterifying

lipids.

2R. Use of fructose di-phosphate in stabilizing the fatty acid synthetase.

29. What arc the exp.erimental details in the use of dithiothreitol in

the protect fon of enzymes?

30. Reference; to article that uses dithisthreitol in stabilizing the

piqeon liver fatty acid synthetase.

31. Conditions for forming acetyl derivatives of acetyl cariier .rotein.

32. Rererence to a paper whicl. would have a synthesis of acetoacetyl

coenzyme-A.

33. Metal-metal bcnd energy of dimanoanese-carbony]I

34. [talilily j oik-rtits of 'iacetic acid and its lactones.
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35. Method of preparation of 4-hydroxy-6-methyl pyridone and properties.

36, Degradation scheme for the compound patulin in order to test the

feasibility of an isotope experiment.

37. Occurrence of hydrocarbons in Sarcina lutea.

38. Absorption spectra of dithiothreitol.

39. Method for making trimethylsil 1l derivatives of sugars.

40. Quantity of patulin produced in cell free system.

41. Analysis of fatty acids of marine organisms.

42. Want information on the substitution of phosphorus-trifluoride into

cobalt-tricarbonyl-nitrosyl.

43. Quantity of alternarloi produced in a cell-free system.

44. Medium for growing Alternaiia tenuis.

45. Experimental procedure used in purifying an enzyme from alternariol.

46. Wanted paper chromatography system to analyze triacetic acid.

47. Retention time of hydroxy fatty acids on gas-liquid chromatography.

48. Concentration of methylsalicylic acid which shows inhibitory effects

on metbylsalicylic acid synthesis.

49. Method of isolation of penicilli= patulin metabolites.

50. Conditions used in studyinq inhibition of enzymes by sulfyhydryl

reagents.

51. The tate of water in ion exchanqe resins.

52. The cumulation of side-products 'n fatty acid nthesis.

53. Identification of a side-product in fatty acid synth -sis.

54. Information on the fission cross-section as a function of mass-number.

55. Conditions for CO2 malonyl coenzyme-A exchanqe reaction.

56. Experimental procedure for enzymatic assay.



-7 yojia i u-.ctiLons in -_rmection with charcir diL'tribution

stud-Les oni f ission.

58. Nuclear magnetic resonance studies on ores, minerals and clays.

59. Information for preparation of a computer prograr, on stabilityI

constants.

60. Need info=: -ioj for a talk on new element research.

61. Exoerirnental rroced.- es for the ' hn-Foth oxidation wanted.

Conditions: f-or obta3nirno the crude fatty aci"d synthesis from E.

-h t(-- -nalethyl grou*c dcterminat- c,- by chromiic acid

6't' l~f o " nior.:le on sy;nthasis of orsel-Linic acid.

6L, Nl oodf svntnesis ct* clr'ellinl- acr a.

66. L-tir- ton (,- mwjtiuo'lft iproduct.iorn in pei1.~murlticae barnier

h',' tr ijo~etic aci:d i--tOne.



Alpjpendix L

KWOC INDEX TEST INSTRUCT:fION:

A. indexes A and B______

1. ntroduction

The objective of tl.js te st is tr~ deterine h'ow lusefu,1 7WC

(Kelyword-Out-Of-Iorvcext) inu'px is in tlhe !cc *tlr,7 of al- docunernts n a

collection which aye relevart to a pcart-r:ui r ciestion -ru he b s

of '--ywords in the docunent -itles. A- KW 7 index is .computur print-c

in which significant words fron', ti 1 , j-res ciauthor. , -in-, in oire

cases additional keyword-s, are ar-ran--, 1, o be t iul t t," t~ t--hand

margin. In the i4ndex you will 1,e us inoi,~C-r'pee tto -ddc

rment seriAl ubrsare listed with' the,( ail-halb 'tized -,t:. wo: u At

the front of the index is a listir,q ot "stopwerij'" wh1>a uw -nt

considered siqnificant and not indexed as keywordl%:.

The keywords in this index arc no-t: -.lways in ,it a abt

order because of a ma'.:hine id 1 o-.syncracy In the p-'' soc

the hyphen acts as if i t werc a letter of 1-h)e alpil -t whjr! t' .

low the letter A. Therefore, vapcr-nrcsFrie al peiru- af tci valoz'- 111C

F-orbitals appear al ter all thle othtor 'wer 2sLc;i"'wt te ttrF

2. CGenerai Instructi: nb

You will 1-e o iven a list 1 s eu r chc aue:, t r th es e

questions will, have one or moedocuments that wte ton:- 'eer 1%-rtinent

to the qutestion by the reseairu'er whi.inlu~:kc the -lestion.

You are asked to select keywurcis under wh: :1., t(, lo(k a:) jott tial ly

pertinent title-- and thcn dciewhet!herx the t.i tIt c~u r

decisilon - .st be based ccn the w~ird;s i:ttL'Yo:: to dttcr"t
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to loc:ate all titles in the index that are pertinent to the question.

,hi procedure that you are to follow is illustrated by the sample

quotinn on the form attached to these directions.

a. Record the time at the start of the search.

b. Read the sample question.

c. "Fluorescence" is chosen as a keyword.

d. Write this keyword in the space provided in the section

titirorI ',I!j'w.ord Selectod."

e. Scan the elphabetically arranged keywords in the KWOC

Jr!'- t-, see if "fluorescence" appears as a keyword. You will see that

thcro are 11 titles which contain the word "fluorescence."

f. Read each title and determine if it might answer the ques-

tion.

g. Several titles under this keyword are considered to be

portinent. Write the serial number of the titles you consider to be

poctinent in the space provided. If there had not been any titles con-

sidered pertinent, you would have written "none" in the serial number

space.

h. Choose the next keyword that you will use to search. Any

keyword may be used in the search. It does not need to be in the qes-

tion, but can be a synonym or a more generic or specific form of a word.

It may be necessary to look under various forms of the same word when

locating information. For example, "fluorescence-spectra," a specifi-

cally related form of "fluorescence," is chosen as a keyword. Write

this in the section provided for keywords. Turn in the index to the

appropriate keyword section. A total of six titles which contain the

word "fluorescence-spectra" are listed. Read each title. The title"
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with the serial number FV-028 is selected as being pertinent. Further

titles which are pertinent to this question can be found under the key-

words "fluorescence-spectrum," "Europium-hexafluoroactylacetonate,"

"fluorescent," and "Europium-chelate." Many of the same titles found

under "fluorescence," etc., are also found under the keyword "Europium."

Do NOT record a document serial number more than once for any one question.

i. Continue your search for each question until you feel you

have selected ALL pertinent documents to the question or have determined

that no pertinent document can be found.

j. Record the time when you finish searching on this question.

As has been stated above, it may be necessary to look under various

forms of the same word when locating information. For example, if one

wants information on solubility, he can look under "solubility,"

"solubilities," "solubilization," and "soluble."

Following is a test question to be searched in order for you to

familiarize yourself with the index. Please feel free to ask any

question you might have.

Thank you for your cooperation in this test.

3. Sample Question for KNOC Index Test

Search in Index A:

Information on ion exchange in connection with research on water.

B. Index E

This index is a subject index, with citations listed under a subject

heading assigned by the researcher.

At the front of the index, you will find a typewritten list of

subject headings. The computer print-out is a list of subject heading
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codes arranged in alphabetical order. All citations dealing with a

particular subject are listed after each subject heading code.

in your search of this index you will:

1. Record the time starting search.

2. Read the question.

3. Look over the list of subject headings to determine under which

ones you will search.

4. Record in the "keyword" column the subject heading code that

you will search first.

S. Turn to that code in the index and read the citations listed.

6. Record the document serial numbers of citations that appear to

be relevant to the question.

7. Repeat steps 4, 5, and 6 for any additional subject headings

that might contain relevant documents.

8. Search until you feel ALL relevant documents have been located.

9. Record time of end of search.

If we use the sample search that was done for the instructions fdr

Indexes A and B, "Need information on fluorescence of Europium," we can

illustrate the search procedure. After reading the question, read over

the list of subject headings. Heading "FV" (Lanthanides - Spectra) would

probably contain some relevant material. Enter "FV" in the keyword

column. Turn to "FV" in the index and read the citations of the documents

listed. In the document serial number column, enter the 14 serial numbers

of the relevant documents. On further reading of the list of subject

headings, you decide that heading "BZ" (Complexes - Spectra) might also

contain some relevant material. Enter "BZ" in the keyword column, turn

to "3z" in the index, read the document citations listed, and enter any
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document aerial numbers you feel are relevant. in this case, only one,

"BZ-019," would be listed.I

Please try this search for the sample question given in the in-

structions for Indexem A and B. If you have any questions, please askc.
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